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The method we propose employs two analyses: (1) exploration simulation and risk valuation
and (2) portfolio optimization. The first analysis, implemented by the investment worth
system (IWS), uses Monte Carlo simulation to integrate a wide spectrum of uncertain and
varied components to a relative frequency histogram for net present value of the exploration
investment, which is converted to a risk-adjusted value (RAV). Iterative rerunning of the
IWS enables the mapping of the relationship of RAV to magnitude of exploration expen-
diture, X. The second major analysis uses RAV vs. X maps to identify that subset (portfolio)
of areas that maximizes the RAV of the firm�s multiyear exploration budget. The IWS, which
is demonstrated numerically, consists of six components based on the geologic description of
a hypothetical basin and project area (PA) and a mix of hypothetical and actual conditions of
an unidentified area. The geology is quantified and processed by Bayesian belief networks to
produce the geology-based inputs required by the IWS. An exploration investment of $60 M
produced a highly skewed distribution of net present value (NPV), having mean and median
values of $4,160 M and $139 M, respectively. For hypothetical mining firm Minex, the RAV
of the exploration investment of $60 M is only $110.7 M. An RAV that is less than 3% of
mean NPV reflects the aversion by Minex to risk as well as the magnitude of risk implicit to
the highly skewed NPV distribution and the probability of 0.45 for capital loss. Potential
benefits of initiating exploration of a portfolio of areas, as contrasted with one area, include
increased marginal productivity of exploration as well as reduced probability for nondis-
covery. For an exogenously determined multiyear exploration budget, a conceptual frame-
work for portfolio optimization is developed based on marginal RAV exploration products
for candidate PAs. PORTFOLIO, a software developed to implement optimization, allo-
cates exploration to PAs so that the RAV of the exploration budget is maximized. More-
over, PORTFOLIO provides a means to examine the impact of magnitude of budget on the
composition of the exploration portfolio and the optimum allocation of exploration to PAs
that comprise the portfolio. Using fictitious data for five PAs, a numerical demonstration is
provided of the use of PORTFOLIO to identify those PAs that comprise the optimum
exploration portfolio and to optimally allocate the multiyear budget across portfolio PAs.

KEY WORDS: Unconformity uranium environments, Bayesian belief network, analog areas, modeling
U3O8 discoveries, stochastic price process, risk-adjusted value, portfolio of exploration areas, optimum
allocation of exploration.

INTRODUCTION

Background

The long hiatus in uranium exploration from
the early 1980s to the start of the twenty-first century
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resulted in a serious lack of quality targets on which
to focus during the recent resurgence in uranium
exploration. Even experienced companies faced
essentially a clean slate when expanding outside of
their producing districts. The principal author was
contracted by Cameco to assist in the building of a
system that merges Cameco�s know-how of mineral
exploration and mining with principles of resource
economics and probability theory to answer the big
question of where and how to explore for new
unconformity uranium deposits. This article
describes major components of that system and its
use to estimate discovery, production, financial
performance, and the optimum portfolio of explo-
ration projects.

Unconformity uranium deposits are arguably
the most sought after uranium deposits due to their
exceptionally high grades (mining grades from 0.5 to
>24% U3O8) and very large contained uranium
resources. They are defined as large, high-grade
uranium accumulations located at or near the con-
tact between relatively undeformed, clean sandstone
basins and the underlying metasedimentary base-
ment rocks. These are typically located at the
intersection of this subhorizontal unconformity sur-
face and steeply dipping post-basin faults, but the
massive to semimassive mineralization may be
located in the immediately overlying sandstone to
up to 400 m into the underlying basement rocks (see
Hoeve and Sibbald, 1978 for a more complete
description of the unconformity uranium deposit
model).

Scope

Areas that are candidates for exploration are
here referred to as project areas. A project area
(PA) is a discrete geographic area that has been
delineated within a sedimentary basin because its
geological features indicate potential for hosting
unconformity uranium deposits. As shown in
Figure 1, the PA and basin are elements of the total
uranium system (TUS), which refers to the entire
metallogenic system, including the basin, its nearby
surroundings, and the underlying basement.

The scope of the methodology is limited to the
risk-based valuation of delineated PAs and to the
optimum allocation of a multiyear exploration bud-
get to a subset of candidate PAs. Thus, with respect
to the classic exploration architecture of sequenced
exploration activities and area-reducing decisions

(Harris, 1990; OTA, 1979; Anderson, 1981; Harris
and Ortiz-Vertiz, 1981), this analysis pertains to a
single stage and multiple areas. Although analysis
yields an optimum allocation of effort across PAs,
that allocation is predicated solely on information
available at the time of analysis.

Decision Setting

The methodology is placed in proper perspec-
tive by the following circumstances:

1. The firm has investigated a number of sedi-
mentary basins;

2. Project areas have been delineated in some
of the basins;

3. The firm currently faces the task of identi-
fying which of the delineated PAs should be
included in the exploration portfolio, i.e.,
retained for the next stage of exploration;

4. The magnitude of a multiyear budget has
been exogenously determined; and

5. The firm desires to identify those PAs that
comprise the optimum exploration portfolio
and to make an initial estimate of the
amounts of the multiyear budget to plan on
allocating to each portfolio PA.

The Method ‘‘Big Picture’’

The ‘‘big picture’’ of the method (see Fig. 2)
reveals two major analyses:

� Exploration simulation and risk valuation
� Portfolio optimization

The objective of the first analysis is to deter-
mine whether a PA merits a specific investment in its

Basin

Project Area (PA)

Total Uranium System (TUS)

Figure 1. Relation of PA to basin and TUS.
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exploration. Accordingly, a risk-based valuation is
made of that investment. Since candidate PAs may
be in basins that are unexplored, partially explored,
or well explored with producing mines, they may
differ greatly in geologic and resource information
and in risk; consequently, this analysis employs
Monte Carlo simulation to integrate a wide spec-
trum of uncertain information—ranging from geo-
logic features to deposit occurrence, exploration
outcomes, engineering costs, and U3O8 price—
within a probabilistic framework. That analysis
yields a relative frequency histogram approximation
to a probability density distribution for net present
value (NPV), which is converted to a risk-adjusted
value (RAV). Iterative rerunning of the analysis for
different exploration expenditures enables the
mapping for a PA of the relationship of RAV to
exploration expenditure, X, creating an RAV vs. X
(RAV–X) map.

The second major analysis determines the
optimum exploration portfolio, which is that subset
of PAs that optimizes the RAV of the firm�s multi-
year exploration budget. As shown at the top of
Figure 2, there are potentially a large number of
basins and PAs that are candidates for exploration.
But, given a finite multiyear budget, the firm can
explore only a few of those areas. Portfolio optimi-
zation uses the RAV–X maps of candidate PAs to
identify that subset (portfolio) of PAs that optimizes
the value to the firm of investing the multiyear
budget in exploration. Simply stated, that analysis
allocates the budget so that marginal RAV products
of exploration are equal for all PAs included in the
portfolio. Figure 2 shows, for example, that the

optimum allocation of a multiyear budget of $200 M
is $60 M on project area 4 (PA4), $100 M on PA10,
and $40 M on PA25. All other candidate areas
receive 0 exploration because their marginal RAV
products of exploration are less than that for the
three PAs when they are explored at the specified
intensities, intensities that allocate all of the multi-
year budget and yield the largest possible sum of
RAV across portfolio PAs. In addition to portfolio
RAV, analysis yields another risk measure of par-
ticular interest, the probability that investing the
multiyear budget in the exploration of the portfolio
will fail to identify one or more economically pro-
ducible deposits.

Structure of this Article

The system developed to implement the first of
the major analyses, exploration simulation and risk
valuation, is proprietary software known as the
investment worth system (IWS). Because the IWS is
fundamental to the overall methodology and is the
most challenging to design and implement, much of
this article is devoted to describing its major com-
ponents and how they interrelate.

Description of the IWS is followed by a
numerical demonstration. That demonstration is
based on the geologic description of a hypothetical
basin and PA and a mix of hypothetical and actual
conditions of an unidentified area. The geology is
quantified and processed by Bayesian belief net-
works or BBNs (Pan and Harris, 2000; Pearl, 1991)
to produce the geology-based inputs required by the
IWS. Besides other inputs, the demonstration
describes important outputs, such as the RAV of
investing $60 M in exploration of the PA.

Following the IWS demonstration, a conceptual
framework is developed for optimizing an exploration
portfolio, given an exogenously determined multiyear
exploration budget. Those optimization concepts are
implemented through proprietary software PORT-
FOLIO, which uses outputs from the IWS for a set of
PAs to identify that subset (portfolio) that optimizes
the RAV of the exploration budget.

A numerical demonstration is presented of
optimizing an exploration portfolio. That demon-
stration uses PORTFOLIO to develop optimum
portfolios from five fictitious PAs for each of three
exploration budgets, thereby showing how compo-
sition of portfolio and exploration allocations to
portfolio PAs vary with budget.

Geology & Infrastructure of Basins and Project Areas

X

RAV RAV

X

RAV

X
Maps of Exploration Product (RAV) and Expenditure (X) by Project Area

Multi-year 
Exploration 
Budget ($200M)

PA4 $60 M
PA10 $100 M
PA25 $40 M

Figure 2. Major analyses involved in the optimization of an

exploration portfolio.
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This article uses a number of abbreviations or
terms, such as NPV, RAV, and IWS; although these
are defined within the text of the article, they are
listed in Table 1 for easy reference.

THE INVESTMENT WORTH SYSTEM

Overview

Uncertain Inputs and Uncertain NPV

The IWS integrates many diverse and uncertain
inputs to a NPV, net of all costs, including explora-
tion. The permissivity of an unexplored basin for
unconformity uranium deposits is uncertain because
of limited geoscience information. Even if the basin
were permissive and were to contain one or more
deposits, the presence of deposits within the delin-
eated PA would still be uncertain. And, even if the
PA were to contain one or more deposits, their
discovery, given a specified exploration expenditure,
would be uncertain, as also would be the features of
the discovered deposits, e.g., deposit type, deposit
tonnage, grade, and depth. Moreover, for those
deposits discovered, capital and operating costs for
mining and milling are uncertain, as also is the time
path of future U3O8 price over the life of a mine and
mill. Of course, uncertainties about these factors
combine to make NPV for that PA highly uncertain.

Accordingly, the fundamental and major output of
the IWS is a relative frequency approximation to the
probability density distribution of the NPV of a
specific expenditure in the exploration of the PA.

Investment Worth

The phrase investment worth refers to the value
of an investment net of risk consequences. As the
outcome of exploration of a PA within an unex-
plored basin is highly uncertain, its NPV distribution
may be very broad, ranging from probable capital
losses to rare, large positive NPVs. The IWS uses
Cozzolino�s (1979) RAV model to convert an NPV
relative frequency histogram—discrete approxima-
tion to the NPV probability density—to a single
value, a RAV, which is here considered to be the
worth of the exploration investment.

Monte Carlo Simulation

A major factor in the design of the IWS as a
Monte Carlo simulation is the flexibility of Monte
Carlo simulation in integrating many diverse and
uncertain inputs that interact in complex ways and
that are described by various probability laws.
Monte Carlo simulation has a long tradition in
resource and exploration systems, including both

Table 1. Abbreviations and Definitions

Abbreviation Definition

BBN Bayesian belief network

TUS Total Uranium System: The entire metallogenic system, including the basin, its nearby surroundings,

and the underlying basement.

PA Project Area: a geographic area within a basin having potential for hosting unconformity uranium deposits.

DCF Discounted Cash Flow Analysis: The accounting of projected annual cash inflows and outflows over the life

of a capital investment.

NPV Net Present Value: The value today of projected future annual net cash flows of an investment.

RAV Risk-Adjusted Value: A single risk-compensated value computed from a probability histogram for NPV.

r Risk-aversion parameter: Used to convert a probability histogram for NPV to RAV.

IWS Investment Worth System: A Monte Carlo simulation of exploration that integrates uncertain geologic, engineering,

and economic factors to a probability histogram for the NPV of an exploration investment.

X Cumulative exploration expenditure

x Incremental exploration expenditure.

RAV–X map A plot of paired values of RAV and X showing how RAV for a PA changes with exploration.

PORTFOLIO Proprietary software that identifies that portfolio (subset of PAs) that maximizes the value to the firm of investing

the multiyear budget in exploration and optimally allocates the budget to PAs of the portfolio.

BOS Blasthole open stope mining methods.

RP Room and pillar mining methods.

OP Open pit mining methods.

UC Unconformity mining methods: For very high-grade deposits at or near the unconformity and at depths

greater than 200 m.
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mineral (Harris and Ortiz-Vertiz, 1981; Stanley,
1994) and oil and gas (King, 1971; Powers, 1983;
Harris and Wilson, 1992; McMaster and Carragher,
1996).

Since concepts and methods of Monte Carlo
simulation are well known, this article avoids
extensive flow diagrams of the system, which was
programmed in ANALYTICA (Lumina Decision
Systems, Inc, 2005), and details of simulation pro-
cedures. Instead, diagrams and descriptions are
given for selected relationships, models, or methods
that differentiate the IWS from other resource or
exploration systems or that present modeling chal-
lenges. Comments are organized into the six major
topics shown in Figure 3.

Simulating the Uranium Environment

Environmental Features

As used here, uranium environment refers to
the following:

� Permissivity of the basin to unconformity
uranium deposits;

� Deposit occurrence within the PA, condi-
tional on the basin being permissive; and

� Type of TUS comprised by the basin and PA.

Although these environmental features result
from geologic processes involved in the generation
and preservation of uranium deposits within the
TUS, the geologic indicators of the uranium envi-
ronment are not themselves part of the IWS.
Instead, the geology of the TUS and its PA is studied
and analyzed external to the IWS for information

about the three features, and that information
describes the uranium environment to the IWS.

Impacts of the Uranium Environment

Within the IWS, the first two features (basin
permissivity and deposit occurrence within the PA,
given basin permissivity) collectively determine the
presence or absence of deposits within the PA.
Generally, the states of these important features are
uncertain; consequently, the states are described to the
IWS by probabilities. A subsequent section reviews the
procedures by which those probabilities are estimated.
Trivially, permissivity probability is 1.0 for the special
case in which the PA is delineated within a well-
explored basin having established uranium production.

The third environmental feature, type of TUS,
impacts exploration indirectly through the explora-
tion model used to simulate discoveries and through
the probability distribution for deposit class of sim-
ulated discoveries: These are both dependent on
type of TUS. Since type of TUS for a PA is generally
unknown, except for well-explored basins, type of
TUS is described by a distribution of probability
across eight possible types, each represented by an
analog area. Estimation of the probabilities for type
of TUS is described in a subsequent section, fol-
lowing a brief commentary on the TUS analog areas.

TUS Analog Areas

Identity and Uses. TUS analog areas serve four
important functions:

� They are examples of variation in TUS
geology that is encountered in the search for
unconformity uranium deposits;

� They provide a taxonomy for the organiza-
tion of information on deposit types and
features of deposits by deposit type;

� They serve as a basis for analogical inference
to the TUS and PA to be explored; and

� When data availability permits, an analog
area provides the basis for modeling the
relationship of exploration effort to discov-
ered U3O8.

The eight TUS analog areas are listed in
Table 2, along with abbreviations of analog area
name.

Simulating 
the 

Uranium
Environment

Major Components of the IWS 

Simulating 
Exploration 
& Discovery

Simulating 
Deposit 
Features

Simulating Capital 
and Operating Costs 

for Mining, Milling, 
& Infrastructure

DCF 
Analysis

&
Valuation 

Risk Analysis

To here for one 
Iteration

Figure 3. Organization of IWS description by major component.
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Geologic Rationale for the TUS Analog Areas. Ana-
log areas were identified that encompass the general
types of geological settings encountered in explora-
tion for unconformity uranium deposits. These
include (1) true unconformity uranium deposit
hosting regions, (2) basins in which analogous epi-
genetic processes are thought to take place (uranium
deposit types reasonably expected to be discovered
while exploring Proterozoic sedimentary basins),
and (3) basins with little unconformity uranium po-
tential. Inclusion of the latter group, although
counterintuitive, is to allow the system to readily
identify areas of low prospectivity by their geology
rather than forcing them into analog classes to which
they bear no real similarity or into a broad, nonde-
script nonprospective class. The TUS analogs
(Table 2) are based on a number of perspectives,
including overall features, tectonic setting, and
diagnostic characteristics that are believed to have a
strong effect on metallogeny.

Geology of TUS Analog Areas. Intracratonic Basin
(Athabasca-type) TUS: The Athabasca TUS analog
ideally consists of a very thick sequence of mature,
fluvial, quartz-rich sandstone overlying reduced
metasedimentary basement. It would have under-
gone high-grade diagenesis, only very minor igneous
activity, and little to no deformation. Uranium
deposits will be of very high grade and will be
located at the unconformity or in high-grade vein
systems along faults in the immediately underlying
basement. This TUS represents and implies the
classic, Athabasca type (Saskatchewan, Canada) of
unconformity uranium deposits.

Intracratonic Basin (Kombolgie-type) TUS: In
contrast to the Athabasca analog, this type features
basement rocks of a lower metamorphic grade, with
more shallowly dipping foliation and structures, and
a more prominent schistosity. These basins may
contain significant volumes of interlayered volcanic

rocks and may be intruded by significant volumes of
dikes and/or sills. The deposits will be in large part
disseminated and hosted in the basement rocks
below the unconformity. Reducing igneous rocks in
the sandstone may result in a significant number of
small epigenetic uranium deposits within the basinal
sequence. This analog represents the Alligator
Rivers (Northern Territory, Australia) variant of
unconformity uranium deposits.

Successor Basin TUS: This analog refers to
small proto-basins such as the Martin Basin of the
Beaverlodge district of Saskatchewan, Canada. Such
regions may not represent true unconformity ura-
nium deposits but, instead, high-grade epimetamor-
phic veins. These analogs will be hosted by small
successor basins of intermontane settings containing
oxidized redbed sediments. They may be signifi-
cantly less mature than classic unconformity settings.
The deposits are characterized as high-angle vein
systems with relatively high grades but low total
contained uranium. They may feature a simple
(deeper veins) or polymetallic (proximal to the
unconformity) mineralogy.

Stable Cratonic Platform Basin TUS: These
regions consist of submature to mature quartz-rich
sandstones deposited on a stable cratonic platform,
subjected to high-grade diagenesis. Although the
sandstones are largely of fluvial origin, they may be
significantly reduced due to the presence of organic
material or pyrite (genetic origin not specified).
Uranium is mainly found in low grade, very high
tonnage deposits, often with gold. Although these
deposits are not considered to be an unconformity
end member per se, they involve the transport of
uranium by basinal brines and deposition due to
reduction processes. This analog is included in rec-
ognition of the potential of mature Protorozoic
quartz sandstone sequences to contain deposits of
this type rather than true unconformity deposits.

Intraorogen Rift Basin TUS: These basins con-
tain clean quartz sandstones of mainly fluvial origin.
They bear some similarity to the Kombolgie analog
in terms of the abundance of dikes and sills but
overlie granitic and greenstone basement. This
analog is not well understood either in terms of the
tectonic setting or uranium potential. It is believed
to represent an intraorogenic rift with a significant
basal unit of continental volcanics.

Continental Rift Basin TUS: Such settings con-
sist of thick sequences of immature continental
redbed sandstones and may contain significant
volumes of rift volcanics. These basins are most

Table 2. TUS Analogs for the IWS

Type of Analog Abbreviation

Intracratonic Basin (Athabasca-type) ICBA

Intracratonic Basin (Kombologie-type) ICBK

Successor Basin SB

Stable Cratonic Platform Basin SCPB

Interorogen Basin IOB

Continental Rift Basin CRB

Marine Passive Margin Basin MPMB

Deepwater Rift Basin DRB
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prospective for redbed Cu deposits and although
they are believed to have undergone insufficient
diagenesis to mobilize and concentrate the uranium,
they may contain uranium deposits of a different
type.

Marine Passive Margin TUS: The ideal type
area will consist of marine, passive margin, relatively
mature sandstones overlain by reduced imperme-
able shales. Uranium may be trapped at this redox
interface in a structurally controlled setting. The
strong redox contrast and structurally focused
character may result in deposits of high grade.

Deepwater Rift Basin (Belt-type) TUS: This
TUS analog is the rift re-entrant to passive margin
deepwater basin represented by the Belt-Purcell
system of western North America. Basins of this
type are dominated by immature sequences of silt-
stone, shale, and sandstone deposited in a marine
setting. They may contain significant volumes of
igneous rocks, particularly in the lower portions.
These settings are more prospective for reduced
base metal deposits of the Sedex type (Sullivan) but
may contain uranium in secondary to byproduct
abundances in nonunconformity deposits such as
redbed Cu (e.g., Revett-type) or Blackbird-type
Cu–Co.

Linkage of TUS Analog Area within the IWS. Sam-
pling the probability distribution for type of TUS
gives the IWS a stochastic realization, e.g., Intracr-
atonic Basin (Athabasca-type). That realization is
passed on to the next IWS component in which it
dictates the model to be used to simulate explora-
tion outcomes, and to the following component in
which it is used to identify the probability distribu-
tions for the simulation of deposit type and deposit
features that impact mining and processing costs.

Probability Modeling

Overview. A consequence of the strong impact of
the uranium environment on exploration outcomes
is the need to formalize and support the estimation
of probabilities for the uncertain features of the
environment. Since the environment is geologically
determined, that formal analysis involves the geol-
ogy of the basin and PA as well as the geology of
analog areas. Figure 4 illustrates schematically the
use of geological analysis and formal probability
modeling to estimate probabilities for environmen-
tal features.

A Model for Basin Permissivity. As shown in
Figure 4, the probability for basin permissivity is
computed using a BBN (Pan and Harris, 2000; Pearl,
1991), which is implemented by Netica software
(Norsys Software Corp., 1998). Based on data and
experience, a BBN was created that describes the
interrelations of the variables in Table 3 and how
they collectively relate to permissiveness of the basin
for the formation and preservation of unconformity
uranium deposits. Use of the model to compute the
probability that the basin is permissive requires a
study of the geology of the basin and the specification
of the states of the variables comprising the network.

A Model for TUS Analog Area. Figure 4 shows a
second BBN (Pearl, 1991; Pan and Harris, 2000),
one that is designed to compute the distribution of
probability for match of the TUS geology to geology
of each of the TUS analog areas. Developing this
model required analysis of the geology of the eight
TUS analog areas with emphasis on those geological
factors and their states that discriminate among the
analog areas. To emphasize that analysis, Figure 4
shows a dashed-line arrow from the geology of the

Basin

Geologic
Analysis

PA

Permissivity
Bayesian 
Network

Probability 
Basin is 
Permissive

Geologic 
Analysis

TUS Analog
Bayesian 
Network

Spatial Probability 
Analysis of PA in 
Analog Area

Comparative 
Geological 
Analysis of PA Integrating 
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ICBA            p ICBA
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SB                 P SB
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MPMB          P MPMB

DRB              P DRB

Figure 4. Geological analyses and probabilistic descriptions of

uranium environment.

Table 3. Geological Variables of the BBN for Permissivity

Mature continental redbeds

Reduced basement rocks

Degree of basin deformation

Reactivated basement structures

Diagenetic grade

Amount of intrusive igneous activity

Metamorphic grade of basement
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analog areas to the network. Using Netica (Norsys
Software, Corp., 1998), a BBN was constructed that
describes interrelations of the states of the variables
identified in Table 4 (number of states noted for
each variable) and how they relate probabilistically
to the TUS analog areas.

Use of the model requires identification of the
states of those variables that are observable on the
TUS containing the PA or estimation of probabilities
for states of those variables that are not observable.

A Model to Support Pbarren. Determinants: Define
Pbarren to be the conditional probability that the
PA is barren, given that the basin is permissive.
There are two determinants of Pbarren: one is the
favorability of the PA�s geology for the formation
and preservation of unconformity uranium deposits.
The other is simply the size of the PA: everything
else being equal, the larger the PA, the smaller is
Pbarren. Since Pbarren is conditional on the basin
being permissive, it approaches 0 as the size of the
PA approaches the size of the basin. Of course,
Pbarren may also approximate 0 for a small PA
when its geology is highly favorable for uranium
deposition and preservation.

Ultimately, Pbarren is a subjective probability,
for it is based on geological expertise applied to
comparative geological analysis of the PA and well-
explored areas, with consideration given to PA size.
Because of the impact of PA size on Pbarren, the
expert is supported in making that judgment by a
reference value of Pbarren, which is the value of
Pbarren for a PA of the same size but located in ei-
ther the ICBA or the ICBK TUS analog area, which
ever area is the better geologic analog for the PA.

Spatial Probability Modeling as Support: The
reference value for Pbarren is provided by a math-
ematical model of the probability distribution for
number of deposits. Following Slichter, Dixon, and

Myer (1962) and Harris (1984, 1990), truncated
Poisson and negative binomial models were fitted to
frequency data on number of deposits in quadrats
containing at least one deposit. That analysis
revealed the Poisson model to be the best-fitting
model for both ICBA and ICBK TUS analog areas:

PðN ¼ 0jkÞ ¼ e�kA ¼ Pbarren ð1Þ

Thus, given the estimate for k made on the analog
area, a reference value for Pbarren is estimated for
the PA simply by substituting its area for A in
Equation (1). Suppose, for example, that k were
estimated to be 0.0002; reference values of Pbarren
for PA areas of 500 and 10,000 would be 0.905 and
0.135, respectively.

Subjective Probability: Clearly, evaluating
Equation (1) for Pbarren using the area of the PA
provides the probability that a PA of that size would
be barren if it were located within the TUS analog
area; consequently, the geologist must use his
experience and expertise to adjust that probability
for geological differences of the PA vs. the reference
analog area. Moreover, because of variation in
geology of analog areas, the reference Pbarren may
receive a different adjustment for analog areas other
than the reference analog area.

Simulating Exploration and Discovery

Perspective

The Objective. The primary function of this compo-
nent is to simulate discoveries resulting from an
investment in the exploration of the PA. Trivially,
discoveries are 0 when the simulated environment is
not permissive or when it is permissive but the
selected PA is barren. For either case, the simulated
exploration result is 0 discovered U3O8 and a cost for
determining that the PA is barren. The subject of this
section is modeling a stochastic exploration outcome
when the simulated state of the uranium environment
is one or more deposits occurring within the PA.

Considerations that Guided Modeling. Primary
considerations in exploration modeling are (1) con-
sistency of analysis across PAs from different TUS
and (2) a relationship between amount of U3O8

discovered and magnitude of exploration effort.
Everything else being equal, those considerations
give preference to a mathematical model estimated

Table 4. Geological Determinants of TUS Analog Area

Geological Variable

Number of States

of the Variable

Igneous Activity 3

Tectonic Association/Subsidence 5

Sedimentology 4

Depositional Environment 3

Basin Size 3

Diagenetic Grade 3

Oxidation State 3

Basement 5

Metallogeny 6
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from actual data on discoveries and exploration
expenditures. Additional considerations include a
model form that represents available data well and
describes the tradeoff of information gain and dis-
covery depletion with the progression of explora-
tion. A final consideration is that the model be
stochastic, meaning that for a given expenditure on a
PA, there is a probability distribution of outcomes,
and a simulated outcome is simply one realization
from that distribution.

Exploring a PA by Exploring a TUS Analog
Area. A model having the desired properties can-
not be estimated directly on the PAs that are to be
explored because there are no discovery data on
unexplored PAs. Even for PA-sized areas in well-
explored basins, data on both expenditures and
discoveries are either not available or are insuffi-
cient to support the estimation of mathematical
models. The solution adopted for the IWS is two-
fold:

1. Identify relevant TUS analog areas and
estimate exploration models on those areas
that have sufficient expenditure and discov-
ery data and

2. Develop a methodology to modify either the
model or its estimates so that simulated
discoveries are relevant to the PA to be
explored.

The remainder of this section elaborates the
implementation of this two-fold solution.

Modeling Exploration of TUS Analog Areas

General Form and Use of TUS Analog Area Explo-
ration Models. The progression of exploration in a
finite region endowed with exhaustible mineral
resources ultimately exhibits diminishing marginal
returns to exploration effort. The plot of cumulative
discoveries against cumulative exploration effort has
proven useful in exploration and resource modeling
for both petroleum and minerals (Arps and Roberts,
1958; Cargill, Root, and Bailey, 1980; Harris, Miao,
and Pan, 1992; Harris and Wilson, 1992). Figure 5 is a
stylized plot of the relationship of D, cumulative dis-
coveries of U3O8, to cumulative exploration effort, X.
In a very broad sense, a mathematical model of that
relationship could be (1) extrapolated to provide an
estimate of additional discoveries in well-explored

areas, including the TUS analog area itself or (2) used
as a basis for inference by analogy to discoveries in an
unexplored, but geologically similar, area.

Let g(X) represent the relationship depicted in
Figure 5 of cumulative exploration expenditures, X,
to cumulative discoveries, D. Then, given a total
previous expenditure of $100 million on the TUS,
the expectation for incremental discoveries, d, from
the additional expenditure of x is d = g(100 + x)�
g(100).

A Stochastic Model. In actual practice, g(X) is not
known, but must be estimated. The lack of knowl-
edge of the true model g(X) and the need to specify
and estimate a model lead to error in model esti-
mates. Describing that error requires a stochastic
model, D = f(X, e), where e is estimation error. Thus,
incremental discoveries resulting from an additional
expenditure of x is d = f(X + x, e)� f(X, e), where d
is described by a probability density distribution that
reflects properties of stochastic error, e.

Consider an unexplored TUS that is identical
geologically to the TUS analog area.

Since X = 0 for an unexplored TUS, f(x, e)
provides an expectation for the probability density
distribution for incremental discoveries from
expenditure x:

d ¼ f ð0þ x; eÞ � f ð0; eÞ ¼ f ðx; eÞ: ð2Þ

Of course, in the real world of geology, no TUS is
identical to an analog, and since the use of an
inappropriate analog can be a source of large error,
the IWS uses multiple analog areas and a probability
distribution for the geological match of TUS with
TUS analogs.

Figure 5. Stylized relationship of cumulative exploration (X) to

cumulative discoveries of U3O8 (D).
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Exploration Models for the Intracratonic Basin
(Athabasca-type) TUS Analog Area (ICBA). Data:
Representing the exploration of a TUS analog area
by a model that relates cumulative discoveries to
cumulative effort is acknowledged to be a great
simplification of a dynamic process in time and space.
But, since available data do not permit the associa-
tion of effort with discovery for specific subdivisions
of a TUS analog area, time and spatial dimensions
were collapsed by making discovery anywhere within
the analog area the observational event. Specifically,
data on expenditures and discoveries were acquired
for the ICBA TUS analog area from the beginning of
exploration to recent years. Nominal dollar values of
expenditures were converted to constant dollars, and
the expenditures were cumulated from one discovery
to the next, thereby providing data on exploration
effort for incremental U3O8 discoveries.

Multiple Cycles: The plot of cumulative dis-
covery, D, against cumulative exploration expendi-
ture, X, for the ICBA TUS analog area revealed two
exploration cycles: an early shallow basin and a later
deep basin cycle. At the very least, modeling
exploration of the ICBA TUS would require a
model for each major cycle. However, the choice
was made to use two models for each cycle, one for
early discoveries, the other one for late discoveries.
This choice was made to enable modeling of the data
and to better serve the needs of the IWS. Discov-
eries for a PA in an unexplored basin are simulated
using early first or early second cycle models, while
discoveries for a PA in a well-explored basin are
based on late first or late second cycle models,
depending on cycle realization during simulation.

Early First Cycle Exploration: Modeling chal-
lenges differ for early and late cycle discoveries. A
model for early first cycle must satisfy the require-
ment that 0 expenditure results in 0 discoveries and
also display positive but diminishing marginal
returns to increasing exploration. A discovery pro-
cess model satisfies those requirements and has been
used extensively in estimating oil discoveries for
exploration plays and basins (Arps and Roberts,
1958; U.S. Geological Survey, 1980). The general
form of the discovery process model estimated for
the IWS is described by

D ¼ a 1� ðebXþeÞ
� �

; ð3Þ

where a and b are parameters that are estimated
from the data on D and X, a>0, b<0, and e is the
stochastic error.

Given estimated parameters of Equation (3),
incremental discoveries, d, from the additional
expenditure of x are described by

d ¼ ae bXþxþeð Þ � aebXþe ð4Þ
Early Second Cycle Exploration: Since second cycle
discoveries began much later than those of the first
cycle, there is no need for the model of early second
cycle to pass through the origin, for both D and X
are much greater than 0 at the initiation of the sec-
ond cycle. Consequently, the model selected is sim-
ply the one that best fits early second cycle data.
That model is either a learning model (Equation 7)
or a logarithmic model (Equation 5).

D ¼ a0Ln(a1 þ a2X þ eÞ; X[Xs ð5Þ

where a0, a1, and a2 are parameters that are esti-
mated from the data on D and X; e is the stochastic
error; a0, a2>0; a1<0; and Xs is the cumulative
exploration at the beginning of the second cycle.

Incremental discoveries, d, by the logarithmic
model for an additional expenditure of x are
described by

d ¼ a0Ln a1 þ a2ðXs þ xÞ þ eð Þ � a0Ln(a1 þ a2Xs þ eÞ
ð6Þ

Late First and Late Second Cycle Exploration: For
the modeling of late first or second cycle discoveries,
the paramount consideration in model specification
is the predictive power of the model, because mod-
eling of those discoveries is essentially an extrapo-
lation of a model to a level of cumulative exploration
that exceeds that of the data. Consequently, learning
curve models (Cargill, Root, and Bailey, 1980;
Harris, Miao, and Pan, 1992; Harris and Wilson,
1992) are useful because of their power to fit and
extrapolate latest learning patterns. The mathemat-
ical form of the classical learning curve is given by

D=X ¼ AXae; ð7Þ

where X, cumulative exploration, is the experience
variable; D/X is the learning ratio; A and a are
parameters that are estimated from the data; A>0;
a<0; and e is the stochastic error with e>0.

The Glover (Belkaoui, 1986, p. 14) modification
of the classical model accommodates certain depar-
tures from classical patterns in the learning ratio.

ðDþKÞ=X ¼ AXae; ð8Þ

where K is a constant to be determined during the
fitting of the learning model.
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Both classical and Glover learning models are
used in the IWS. Irrespective of the specific learning
model selected for modeling late cycle discoveries,
its use within the IWS requires incremental valua-
tion. Letting XT be the total exploration expenditure
to date, incremental discoveries, d, by the classical
model from an additional expenditure of x is the
difference:

d ¼ AðXT þ xÞ1þae�AðXTÞ1þae ð9Þ

Exploration Models for Other TUS Analog
Areas. Models similar to those estimated for the
ICBA TUS analog area were also estimated for the
ICBK TUS analog area and the Westmoreland area.
Data were insufficient at that time to estimate
models for the remaining TUS analog areas: Suc-
cessor, Stable Cratonic Platform Basin, Interorogen
Basin, Continental Rift Basin, Marine Passive
Margin Rift Basin, and Deepwater Rift Basin. Until
such time that data become available, discoveries for
those analog areas are modeled by modified versions
of the ICBA model. Specifically, based on compar-
ative geological analysis and exploration experience,
a multiplier was estimated for each of the remaining
TUS analog areas such that the multiplier represents
exploration potential of an analog area relative to
that of the ICBA analog area. The multipliers are an
integral part of the exploration models for those
analog areas.

Transforming TUS Analog Discoveries
to PA Discoveries

Exploration Intensities of PA and Analog
Area. Consider the most common use of f(X, e):
modeling exploration outcomes for an unexplored
TUS. As shown by Equation (2), d = f(x, e), where x
is the expenditure on a PA within the unexplored
TUS. However, the value of x used to evaluate f(x, e)
cannot be an arbitrary amount. Specifically, x must
be of such magnitude that it implies an intensity of
exploration of the PA that is typical of the explo-
ration intensity for early discoveries in the TUS
analog area. Thus, even when the objective is the
valuation of exploration investment that differs from
x, that valuation begins, nevertheless, with the geo-
logic engineering analysis of the exploration of the
PA to estimate x. Simulated discoveries resulting
from x are subsequently adjusted for an expenditure
that differs from x.

Geological Engineering Analysis of PA Explora-
tion. The geological engineering analysis of the
exploration of the PA requires consideration of the
geology of the PA with an eye to appropriate
exploration technologies and their engineering so
that the PA will be as well known geologically as
PAs implicit to the TUS analog area. In recognition
of uncertainties about basement geology, effective
technologies, and factors that affect the conduct of
exploration, the IWS system is designed to accept
three cost estimates: Low, most likely, and high: xl,
xml, and xh. These three estimates are used by the
IWS as parameters of a Triangular probability den-
sity distribution: x�Triangular(xl, xml, xh). During a
Monte Carlo iteration, that distribution is sampled
for a realization of x, which, following appropriate
adjustments, is used to create a stochastic realization
for incremental discovery.

Adjustments. Cost and Technological Effectiveness:
Since x is the estimated dollar value of exploration
activities within the PA, it may require adjustments
when used on the analog area exploration model.
Adjustment is necessary when the executions of
exploration activities are more, or less, costly in the
PA than in the analog area or when the applications
of specific technologies are more, or less, effective in
a technical sense in the PA than in the analog area.
To facilitate those adjustments, the IWS contains
exploration and cost effectiveness indexes for the
TUS analog areas, the ICBA TUS analog area being
a base or reference. With those vectors as reference,
the geologist estimates an index of cost effectiveness
and an index of technological effectiveness for the
PA; these are used by the IWS to compute adjust-
ment factors for cost (c) and technologic (s) effec-
tiveness:

c = (Cost Index for the TUS analog area)/
(Cost Index for the PA)
s = (Technologic Effectiveness Index for the
PA)/(Technologic Effectiveness Index of the
TUS analog area).

During simulation for a specific PA, the
adjustment factors vary with realizations for TUS
analog area, given the input PA indexes.

Relative Richness: Based on the geology of the
PA and its basin, there may be reason to expect that
the PA is not as richly endowed with uranium
deposits as a specific TUS analog area. For example,
geological factors may indicate fewer deposits, or
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that the deposits are smaller or have lower grades.
Accordingly, the geologist provides parameters for a
triangular distribution of relative richness of the PA
by TUS analog area. Let p be richness of PA relative
to a TUS analog area: p = 1.0 for equality of rich-
ness. For each TUS analog area, the geologist pro-
vides most likely, low, and high values of p for the
PA: pml, pl, and ph. During a simulation iteration, a
stochastic value of p is generated by random sam-
pling that Triangular distribution for p indicated by
the prior realization for TUS analog area: p�Tri-
angular(pl, pml, ph).

Application of Adjustments: Factors c and s are
used to adjust the realization for x, and a stochastic
value of p is used to adjust d directly:

d ¼ f ðX þ xcs; eÞ � f ðX; eÞf gp ð10Þ

Thus, across simulation iterations, realizations for d
reflect the collective stochastic properties of e, TUS
analog area, x, and p.

Simulating PA Discoveries for an Arbitrary
Exploration Expenditure

This section describes the simulation of dis-
coveries for an expenditure different from x. Sup-
pose, for example, that the most likely estimate of x
for the PA were $100 M, but it is desired to estimate
discoveries from investing only $20 M. In estimating
those discoveries, the analog exploration model is
not evaluated directly on the $20 M because that
expenditure would violate exploration intensity
relations that are implicit to the analog data and
model. Instead, the IWS computes discoveries for
the estimated $100 M and then adjust that quantity
to yield an estimate of discoveries for $20 M. That
adjustment requires inputs to the IWS from the
geological expert. Specifically, the geologist provides
an estimate of q, the % completion of exploration to
be achieved by the $20 M for each of the three
estimates of required exploration—parameters of
the triangular distribution for x. For example, if
x�Triangular(90, 100, 110), the geologist would
provide estimates of q for each of those three
expenditure levels (see Table 5).

Within the IWS, q is simulated by linear inter-
polation based on the system�s realization for x. For
example, if the x realization were 105, Table 5 shows
that q would be 20%. Equation (11) highlights the
roles of x = 105 and q = 20 in incremental discov-
eries, d:

d ¼ f ðX þ 105cs; eÞ � f ðX; eÞf gpð20=100Þ: ð11Þ

For a PA in an unexplored TUS, Equation (11)
reduces to:

d ¼ f ð105cs; eÞpð20=100Þ ð12Þ

because X = 0.

Simulating Deposit Features

Objective

This IWS component converts incremental dis-
coveries, d, from a quantity of U3O8 in the aggregate
to a population of discrete deposits, each described
by its own quantity of U3O8 and by a few other
features that have major impacts on the economics
of mining and milling. As shown by Figure 6, simu-
lated features include deposit tonnage (T), deposit
average grade (G), depth to unconformity (U),
position of deposit relative to the unconformity (K),
deposit morphology (axial ratios Rl & Rw), and
deposit attitude (A).

Table 5. Percent Complete Exploration by $20 M

x q (%)

$90 M 35

$100 M 25

$110 M 15

Deposit Class 

Pdf for depth to 
unconformity 

U

Pdf for position 
relative to  
unconformity 

K

Depth to deposit       
(H = K + U)

H

Pdfs for deposit 
grade and tonnage 

G T

Pdfs for Axial 
Ratios

Rl Rw

Pdf for deposit 
attitude

A

Deposit Features
G, T, Rl,,                   Rw, A, K, H

Figure 6. Influence of deposit class on deposit features.
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Major Inputs

Major inputs to this component include those
already described, such as TUS analog area, incre-
mental discovery, d, and the parameters of a
Triangular probability density for depth to uncon-
formity within the PA. Those depth parameters are
among primary inputs for the PA that are estimated
by the geologist based on geological information for
the basin and the PA.

Linkage to TUS Analog Area and Deposit Class

With exception to depth to unconformity, all
deposit features are statistically dependent on
deposit class, and deposit class is statistically
dependent on TUS analog area. Built into the IWS is
a set of conditional deposit class probability distri-
butions, a separate distribution for each TUS analog
area. Those distributions reflect information and
experience with the 12 deposit classes shown in
Table 6 in the TUS analog areas. Within the IWS,
the distribution sampled for a deposit class realiza-
tion is determined by the prior realization for TUS
analog area. For example, Table 6 shows the prob-
ability distribution when the realization for TUS
analog area is S.

A stochastic realization for a deposit feature is
ultimately dependent on PA geology. That statistical
dependency is manifested through three links: first,
the probability distribution for TUS analog area
varies across PAs as their geology varies; second, the
realization for TUS analog area dictates the condi-
tional probability distribution to be sampled for
deposit class; and third, the deposit class realization

determines the conditional probability distribution
to be sampled for a specific deposit feature.

Simulation of Deposit Class and Deposit Tonnages
and Grades

The influence of deposit class on T and G and
other deposit features is depicted in Figure 6. What
is not shown by Figure 6 is the way that deposit
models for tonnage (T), grade (G), and U3O8 (Y)
are used to allocate the aggregate of discovered
U3O8 (d) to a population of deposits described by
their tonnages and grades.

Given a specific deposit class realization, its
deposit model for Y is iteratively sampled for ran-
dom values of Y until RY approximates d. Then, for
each simulated value of Y, the model for deposit
tonnage is randomly sampled for a value of T, and G
is Y/T.

Simulation of Other Deposit Features

After allocating d to a collection of deposits
described by their tonnages and grades, other
deposit features that impact the economics of min-
ing and milling are simulated and assigned to each
deposit. As shown in Figure 6, probability densities
for those features are all conditional on deposit
class. Most of those conditional probability models
are Triangular distributions; however, there are a
few deposit classes for which information was too
meager to identify most likely, high, and low values
for a deposit feature. Such features were modeled by
rectangular probability distributions.

Simulating Operating and Capital Costs

Motivation

Every simulated discovery is subjected to an
economic evaluation using methods of discounted
cash flow (DCF) analysis. Important inputs to that
analysis include capital and operating costs for
mining and milling and capital cost for infrastruc-
ture. Cost engineering for an actual discovery
involves the comprehensive consideration of a host
of factors and extensive computations even at the
feasibility level of information. By comparison, the
level of simulated information in the IWS is very

Table 6. Conditional Probability Distribution for Deposit Class,

given TUS Analog Area Realization = S

Deposit Class Probability for Deposit Class

Key Lake pkl,s

Eagle Point pep,s

Jabiluka pj,s

Beaverlodge pb,s

Coronation pc,s

Westmoreland pw,s

Quartzite pq,s

Andrews Lake pal,s

Witwatersrand pwit,s

Gunnar pg,s

Gabon pgb,s

Katanga pk,s
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meager, being limited to a few physical features of
the deposit and PA, as shown in Figure 7.

Simulating Derivative Features

Mining method and costs are dependent on
deposit volume, morphology, and depth as well as
minable tonnage and grade. Accordingly, the set of
deposit features typical of the deposit class realiza-
tion are combined to describe a simulated deposit
tonnage and grade as an object in three-dimensional
space, having volume, morphology, and attitude.
Moreover, mined tonnages and grades differ from
initially simulated features in response to variation
in mining recoveries and dilutions by mining method.
Accordingly, the mined tonnage and grade submitted
to one mining cost model differ from those submitted
to another model.

Cost Model Estimation Procedure

Most of the highly simplified cost models of the
IWS are response functions of engineering cost
models. Specifically, engineering cost models were
used to generate cost estimates for specified levels of
a few select determinants, all other determinants
being fixed at typical or representative values.
Regression analyses of the generated data yielded
simple stochastic models, such as Equation (13), the
model for open pit annual operating cost (Cost):

Cost ¼ AProdbðW/OÞcðW + OÞe; ð13Þ

where Cost is the annual mining cost of waste plus
ore, Prod is the annual tonnage of ore, W/O is the

waste to ore ratio, e is the error, e>0, A, b, and c are
parameters estimated by regression analysis: A>0,
b<0, c<0.

Use of this stochastic cost model required that
auxiliary geometric models of deposit and open pit
were also embedded in the IWS to transform simu-
lated deposit features to Prod and W/O, which are
then input to the cost function to generate a reali-
zation for open pit annual operating cost.

Costs that are Modeled in the IWS

Simulated deposit features combine with fea-
tures of the exploration property to present a wide
variety of circumstances that impact mining and
milling operating and capital costs and infrastructure
costs. To accommodate those circumstances, the
IWS simulates costs by four mining methods:

� Open pit (OP)
� Blasthole open stope (BOS)
� Room and pillar (RP)
� Unconformity (UC)

The first three of these methods are used in the
mining of many different metallic and nonmetallic
mineral deposits. The fourth one, Unconformity,
applies only to uranium deposits that are located at
depths greater than 200 m and are of very high
grade, such as the grades at Cigar Lake and
McArthur River. Ground conditions around those
ore bodies are usually poor, leading to higher cost
support methods or to the use of full face tunneling.
Ore is mined by raiseboring or jetboring, because
grades are too high to mine conventionally.

A separate infrastructure cost model is required
for the underground high-grade deposits at or near
the unconformity because they require high-cost
engineering, e.g., ground freezing. Ore mined from
simulated discoveries of high-grade unconformity
deposits within the ICBA analog area is shipped to
existing mills, where the very high grades are blen-
ded with ore currently mined and processed. Thus,
only three milling cost models were estimated:

� capital costs for milling ores from deposits
other than the very high-grade deposits at the
unconformity;

� operating costs for milling ores from deposits
other than the very high-grade deposits at the
unconformity; and

Highly Simplified 
Cost Models

Operating Costs:
Mining
Milling

Deposit Features

Depth,  

Unconformity    
position

Tonnage, 

Grade,

Morphology, 

Attitude

Features of the 
Exploration Property

Estimation 
Errors

Capital Costs:
Mine
Mill

Infrastructure

Capital and Operating Costs

Figure 7. An overview of capital and operating cost estimation.
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� operating costs for milling very high-grade
unconformity ores within the ICBA analog
area when their very high grades are blended
with other conventional ores.

Selecting the Optimum Mining Method

The IWS routinely simulates the mining of
every discovered deposit by all mining methods
except the UC deposits, which are mined only by the
UC mining method. The mining method selected for
the non-UC deposits is that method having the
smallest sum of two values: (1) mine capital and (2)
the present value of annual mine operating costs,
allowance being made for constraints for RP mining,
i.e., minimum thickness and maximum dip. When
the minimum cost method is RP mining but thick-
ness and dip constraints are not met, that deposit is
mined by BOS methods.

Discounted Cash Flow

General

This IWS component employs standard cash
flow accounting to bring together revenue and major
elements of cost to produce a net cash flow for each
year of life of a simulated mine. Major components
of DCF analysis are depicted in Figure 8. Net cash
flows are discounted at a risk-free rate to yield a
NPV for each simulated mine. Moreover, an addi-
tional discounting of mine NPV is made for the lead
times for discovery and development to yield an
NPV at the time of the exploration decision. NPV
for a Monte Carlo iteration is the sum of NPVs over
those simulated mines having a non-negative NPV,

minus exploration expenditures, which includes not
just the budgeted exploration expenditure but also a
cost for eliminating prospects that are noneconomic.
Of course, when the sum of deposit NPVs is small,
subtraction of exploration expenditures may cause
the NPV for an iteration to become negative.
Accordingly, the simulated outcome of such an
exploration venture is a loss of capital.

Discount Rate and Risk

Since DCF methods are well known, no further
description is provided of their implementation
within the IWS, but two elements of this component
merit comment because their treatment differs from
some applications. One of those is the use of a risk-
free discount rate to compute NPV. Such a low rate
seems to deny the high risk to capital invested in the
exploration of PAs for uranium deposits, particu-
larly PAs in unexplored basins. That is not the case,
however, because the IWS uses a non-time-
discounting valuation of risk derived from utility
theory (Cozzolino, 1979; Harris, 1990). That valua-
tion, which employs a coefficient of risk aversion and
a probability histogram of NPV—computed using
the risk-free discount rate—to produce a RAV, is
described in a subsequent section: Risk Analysis and
Valuation.

Price Options

The second element that merits special com-
ment is the option presented by the IWS to use a
stochastic price process model to generate U3O8

price for each production year of a simulated mine:
This set of prices, one price for each year, is referred
to as a single time path for price or a price realiza-
tion for mine life. The IWS provides several price
options: Static, trend, random lognormal, stochastic
price process, and stochastic price process with
jumps. The last of those price options is described in
the following section.

Stochastic Price Process

Motivation & Use. The motivation for estimating
and using a stochastic price process model is to
represent comprehensively that part of risk to
investment that arises from uncertainty about future

Mine Life
Capital   

Operating Cost
Cash Flow  
Accounting

Yellowcake U3O8 Price

Royalties

Mill Capital & 
Annual Operating 
Costs

Infrastructure Costs

Federal &      
Provincial 
Taxes

Net Present Value

Figure 8. Major components of DCF analysis.
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U3O8 price. Use of a stochastic price process
constitutes acknowledgment that the future price
path for a simulated discovery cannot be known or
reliably forecast. Accordingly, no single price path is
forecast or specified. Instead, a stochastic price
process model is used to generate a wide variety of
price paths over the life of the mine, some more
probable, hence more frequent, than others: Each
Monte Carlo iteration produces a different price
path (realization of the process).

Estimation and use of a stochastic price process
model rests on the assumption that historical price is
a single realization of a stochastic price process and
that a future price path, although different from
historical price, will also be a single realization from
that same process. Of course, embedding a sto-
chastic price process model in the IWS requires
identification of a model of the process and its esti-
mation from historical price data (Baker, Mayfield,
and Parsons, 1998).

Model. Examination of historical price for U3O8 for
the period 1968–2006 led to the selection of a sto-
chastic price process known as geometric mean
reverting price with price jumps. Such a model
depicts random influences and across-time depen-
dency of prices while at the same time allowing for
price shocks and for equilibrating market adjust-
ments, the latter being represented by the tendency
of price to revert to the geometric mean price.

Letting Pt be price in year t, define:

G = Geometric mean price = e(1/n)RLnP where n is
the number of price observations

S = speed of reversion of price to G
V = volatility of price
e�N(0,1) = standard unit normal random variate
Jump = 1 at probability k

= 0 at probability 1� k
Q = size of random price jump

Then,

Pt ¼ ð1� JumpÞGSP1�S
t�1 eVe þ Jump Qþ P1�S

t�1

� �

ð14Þ

With probability 1� k, Jump = 0 and Pt is a function
of last period price, the long-run geometric mean of
price, and a random multiplier eVe:

Pt ¼ GSP1�S
t�1 eVe ð15Þ

Rarely, at probability k, Pt is a function of last per-
iod price, Pt�1 and a price jump of Q:

Pt ¼ Qþ P1�S
t�1 ð16Þ

In the IWS, Q is a random variate from a triangular
probability density:

Q � Triangular(qs; qm; quÞ;

where qs is the lower limit of jump size, qm is the
most likely jump size, and qu is the upper limit of
jump size. Thus, the model requires estimation of
parameters S, V, k, qs, qm, and qu.

Parameter Estimation. The approach to parameter
estimation consisted of two sequential procedures:

1. Use statistical methods to make initial esti-
mates of parameters and

2. modify initial estimates of G, qs, qm, and qu

so that the quantiles of simulated prices
match well with the quantiles of historical
price data.

Following Dias and Rocha (1998, 1999), the first
procedure (initial parameter estimation) was
made in three steps:

1. Identify the years with price jumps and
remove those from the data set;

2. Subject the modified data set to regression
analysis for estimates of G, S, and V; and

3. Using the out-of-sample data, compute
k = (number of jumps)/39, where 39 is the
total number of prices in the data set.

Jump-year prices were examined for initial
selections of parameters of the triangular distribu-
tion: qs, qm, and qu. These were subsequently mod-
ified in the search for those parameter values that
cause the process model to generate price quantiles
that conform well with quantiles for the sample data.

Figure 9 displays a single 39-year price realiza-
tion of the estimated stochastic price process.

Modeling a Change in Overall Future Price Level.
The IWS provides an option for adjusting the sto-
chastic price process model when expected future
economic conditions indicate that future prices will
be generally higher, or lower, than those of the data
period used to estimate model parameters. When
exercised, that option employs an external estimate
of the future price level to adjust that model
parameter most directly related to the overall price
level, G, the geometric mean reversion price. All
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other process parameters are assumed to remain the
same, e.g., speed of adjustment (S), volatility (V),
the probability (k) for a price jump, and the
parameters of jump magnitude (Q).

Risk Analysis and Valuation

Cozzolino�s RAV

The IWS employs Cozzolino�s (1979) risk val-
uation method to convert the relative frequency
histogram produced by Monte Carlo simulation to a
single numerical value referred to as RAV.

Define:

vi, vi+1 = the lower and upper limits of the ith NPV
histogram class

pi = the probability (relative frequency) of outcomes
in the ith class

r = the firm�s risk aversion coefficient
RAV = risk-adjusted value of the investment

Then,

RAV¼ð�1=rÞ

�Ln
X

i

pi expð�rviÞ�expð�rviþ1Þf g
rðviþ1�viÞ

� � !

ð17Þ

Thus, given a numerical value for the firm�s risk
aversion coefficient, r, the effect of applying Equa-
tion (17) to a relative frequency histogram for NPV
is to replace the entire histogram by a single number,
the risk-adjusted value of the investment, RAV.
Since RAV is strongly influenced by parameter r,
having a good estimate of a firm�s r is of high

importance to the IWS. Accordingly, considerable
effort was given to the estimation of r.

Estimation of r

Risk aversion coefficient, r, was estimated
external to the IWS and indirectly. Simply stated, 20
investments were simulated, each represented by a
relative frequency histogram of NPV as well as other
investment measures used to make investment
decisions. Each of those simulated investments was
accepted or rejected using the firm�s usual criteria,
e.g., minimum acceptable IRR or maximum
acceptable P(NPV< 0). Then, for a specific numer-
ical value for r, RAV was computed for each simu-
lated investment and the investments were rejected
for RAV< 0 and accepted otherwise. A scoring
scheme was created that measured how closely the
classification of investments by RAV matched that
by the firm�s usual criteria. Then, a search was made
for that value of r for which classification of the 20
simulated investments by RAV matched most clo-
sely that based on the firm�s usual criteria.

Other Risk Features

One output of the IWS that relates explicitly
and fundamentally to risk is the probability that
random variable N, the number of discovered and
economically producible deposits, is 0: P(N = 0).
That probability is just one of a distribution of
probabilities that is computed by the IWS:
PðN ¼ nÞ; n ¼ 0; 1; . . . : Although economic conse-
quences of P(N = 0) is embodied in the probability
distribution for NPV and, therefore in RAV, an
explicit statement of P(N = 0) is of interest because
it is independent of r and the methodology for
computing RAV. Another summary measure of
interest is the numerical value for the ratio of RAV
to the expectation for NPV. When that ratio
approaches 1.0, risk approaches 0, and the smaller is
ratio, the greater is the risk.

IWS DEMONSTRATION

Perspective

This demonstration is based on a mix of hypo-
thetical and actual conditions of an unidentified

Figure 9. A 39-year price realization of the stochastic price pro-

cess model with jumps.
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area, with a few modifications. Hypothetical condi-
tions include: (1) PA and basin geology, (2) Minex,
an exploration and mining firm, and its risk aversion,
(3) economic conditions and future U3O8 price,
(4) general cost conditions for infrastructure, (5) a
planned exploration expenditure of $60 million, and
(6) relative richness factors. Other inputs are those
for an actual PA, for which identity and location are
confidential. The geology was quantified and pro-
cessed by the BBNs to produce a permissivity
probability and a probability distribution for TUS
analog area.

The following narrative describes inputs and
outputs as though they were an actual case study and
does not discriminate hypothetical conditions from
those adopted or modified from an actual case study.

Geology of PA and Basin

The area under consideration is a large Prote-
rozoic sedimentary basin deposited in a stable con-
tinental platform setting. It is composed of a thick
sequence of mature sandstones with no interbedded
volcanics and only minor late-stage mafic dikes. The
basin is dominated by oxidized redbed sediments
with lesser amounts of reduced strata deposited in a
nearshore marine setting. The considerable thick-
ness of the basin fill has resulted in a high diagenetic
grade of the basal strata. Basement rocks beneath
the basin consist mainly of medium-grade (upper
greenschist facies metamorphism) metasedimentary
rocks.

Inputs to the IWS

Geology-Based Inputs

Uranium Environment. Probability that Basin is
Permissive: Quantification of basin geology yielded
numerical values for the states of the seven per-
missivity geological variables of Table 3. Submission
of those quantified states to the BBN for basin
permissivity generated a probability of 0.792.

Pbarren: It is the conditional probability that
the PA is barren, given that the TUS is permissive.
Consideration of the size of the PA and comparative
analysis of its geology yielded Pbarren estimates that
varied across the TUS analog areas, but the proba-
bility that the PA is barren is estimated to be very
small, approximating 0, for all TUS analog areas.

Probability Distribution for TUS Analog: Based
on the foregoing geologic description, the states
were specified for eight of the geological variables of
the BBN for TUS analog area (Table 4). The state
of the ninth variable, metallogeny, could not be
specified because the uranium metallogeny is not
well understood, leading to uncertainty about its
true state. That uncertainty is expressed by the fol-
lowing subjective probabilities for the six states of
the metallogeny variable:

PepigeneticU = 0.1
PsyngeneticU = 0.05
Pbsmt_veinU = 0.35
Pbsmt_dissemU = 0.4
Pbasemetal = 0.0
PunconfU = 0.1

Submission of the quantified states of the
observed eight variables and the probabilities for the
six states of the ninth variable (metallogeny) to
the TUS analog BBN yielded the probability distri-
bution for TUS analog area described by Table 7.
That table shows that based on the above geologic
description, the most probable TUS analog is the
Kombolgie type of Intracratonic Basin (ICBK) fol-
lowed by the Athabasca type (ICBA).

Depth to Unconformity. Geology of the PA indi-
cates a best estimate of 300 m for depth to the
unconformity within the area of the PA; however,
because of limited geological information, that
depth is uncertain and could range from 0 to 600 m:
Depth(m)�Triangular(0, 300, 600).

Table 7. Probability Distribution for TUS Analog Area

TUS Analog Area TUS Abbreviation Probability

Intracratonic Basin

(Athabasca-type)

ICBA 0.310

Intracratonic Basin

(Kombologie-type)

ICBK 0.657

Successor Basin SB 0.0

Stable Cratonic Platform

Basin

SCPB 0.031

Interorogen Basin IOB 0.002

Continental Rift Basin CRB 0.0

Marine Passive Margin Basin MPMB 0.0

Deepwater Rift Basin DRB 0.0
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Exploration Inputs

Cost of Required Exploration (x). Geological engi-
neering analysis indicates a best estimate of cost to
be $110 M, but that cost could be as small as $80 M
or as large as $150 M:

Required Exploration ($ millions)

¼ x � Triangular(80; 110; 150Þ:

These estimates consider the technologies and
efforts required to explore the PA to a completeness
typical of PAs in the TUS analog areas in initial
stages of their exploration

Exploration Investment and Percent Comple-
tion. The IWS is to be used to evaluate the invest-
ment of $60 M in the exploration of the hypothetical
PA. Since $60 M is less than the required expendi-
ture, an adjustment is required of simulated discov-
eries. Table 8 shows estimates of percent completion
(q) by the $60 M expenditure when the required
exploration effort is modeled by the three parame-
ters of the distribution for x.

Effectiveness of Exploration Expenditure. Explora-
tion activities are estimated to be 50% more costly
in the PA than in the ICBA TUS analog area.
However, exploration technology is estimated to be
equally effective in both areas. This information on
cost and technology is used in the exploration model
to adjust an exploration expenditure on the PA to
what it would be if the PA were in an analog area.

Relative Richness of PA. When geology of the PA
indicates that it is more or less rich in uranium
resources than a TUS analog area, simulated dis-
coveries on the analog area are adjusted for relative
richness. Because of uncertainty about relative
richness (p), it is modeled separately for each analog
area (see Table 9) by a triangular probability dis-
tribution, the parameters of which are estimated by
the geologist following comparative analysis of TUS
and PA geology with geology of an analog area.

Lead Times. Estimated lead time from the initiation
of exploration to the first economic discovery is
10 years. For those discoveries that can be exploited
economically, an additional 5 years is required for
development and the initiation of U3O8 production.

Economic Valuation Inputs

Price. Hypothetically, broad economic consider-
ations suggest that U3O8 price in 15 years will be on
average approximately 22% higher than historical
price; however, there is no reason to believe that
future price volatility and across-time cyclicality will
differ from those of historical price. Accordingly,
valuation employs the estimated geometric mean
reversion stochastic price model with price jumps
but adjusts model parameter G, the geometric mean,
so that the average of simulated future prices over
the life of a simulated mine is approximately $42.00/
lb U3O8.

Selected Infrastructure Cost Considerations. Infra-
structure development includes the construction of
400 km of access road, four bridges, and 5 km of
water pipeline. Because of the remoteness of the
PA, power will be diesel generated. Climate and
terrain indicate average overall cost conditions.

Time Discounting and Risk Valuation. Cash flows
during the lives of simulated mines are discounted at
a risk-free rate of 4%. Moreover, NPVs resulting
from that discounting are discounted another
15 years at that same rate in recognition of discovery
and development lead times. For risk valuation, a
hypothetical mining firm, Minex, is postulated to be
moderately risk averse, having a risk aversion coef-
ficient r = 5910�8.

Table 8. Percent Exploration Completeness by $60 M, given

Required Exploration Parameters

x q (%)

$80 M 75.6

$110 M 60.0

$150 M 46.7

Table 9. Relative Richness of PA and TUS Analog Areas

TUS Analog Area

Triangular Distribution

Parameters

Min Most Likely Max

Intracratonic Basin (Athabasca-type) 0.6 0.75 0.90

Intracratonic Basin (Kombologie-type) 0.7 0.8 1

Successor Basin 0.8 0.95 1.25

Stable Cratonic Platform Basin 0.7 1 1.1

Interorogen Basin 0.8 1 1.1

Continental Rift Basin 0.8 1 1.1

Marine Passive Margin Basin 0.8 1 1.1

Deepwater Rift Basin 0.8 1 1.1
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Outputs

NPV for the Exploration of the Hypothetical PA

Statistical analysis of the NPVs produced by
executing the IWS for 3,000 iterations shows a mean
value of $4.16 billion and a median value of
$139 million. The large disparity of these descriptors
of central tendency is due to the large positive skew
of the NPV relative frequency distribution. The
histogram shows that 45% of the iterations resulted
in losses. Those losses do not include large capital
expenditures on mine and mill for noneconomic
discoveries on the premise that Minex would not
make those expenditures but would instead incur a
much smaller cost in determining the nonviability of
a discovery. Of course, all NPVs are net of the
present value of exploration expenditures.

Because of the scaling required to accommodate
the comparatively very large, although rare, positive
NPVs, the relative frequency histogram is not very
informative about the distribution of the smaller
negative NPVs. Consequently, the histogram was
decomposed to two conditional histograms, one for
positive and one for negative NPVs, the latter being
labeled losses and also plotted on a positive scale.
Relative frequencies were accumulated (from
large to small values) to approximate cumulative
probability distributions. Figures 10 and 11 show
approximations to the distributions of P(NPV>

npv|npv ‡ 0) and P(LOSS>Loss|Loss>0). Since the
distributions in Figures 10 and 11 are conditional, the
unconditional probability for a loss or a positive NPV
must take into account the marginal probabilities:
P(NPV ‡ 0) = 0.55, P(NPV<0) = P(LOSS>0) =
0.45. For example, P(NPV>10 billion) = 0.19:

PðNPV[10 billion) ¼PðNPV[10 billionjnpv � 0Þ
PðNPV � 0Þ

PðNPV[10 billionÞ ¼ 0:345ð0:55Þ ¼ 0:19:

Risk

Risk to investment is manifested by the proba-
bility of 0.45 for negative NPVs and by the RAV of
$110.7 million. That the RAV is much smaller than
mean NPV ($110.7 million compared with $4.16
billion) reflects three factors: (1) the aversion of
Minex to risk, (2) 45% of the simulations resulting in
loss, and (3) the small probabilities for many of the
very large NPVs.

Number of Economic Discoveries

Figure 12 describes the cumulative probability
distribution for number of economic discoveries.

Figure 10. The cumulative conditional probability distribution for

non-negative NPV.

Figure 11. The conditional probability distribution for Loss.

Figure 12. Probability distribution for number of economic dis-

coveries.
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The expectation for number of deposits is 4 (3.96).
The most likely exploration outcome is failure to
discover an economically exploitable deposit, having
a probability of 0.436: Figure 12 is a plot of
P(N ‡ n); consequently

PðN ¼ 0Þ ¼PðN � 0Þ�PðN � 1Þ ¼ 1� 0:564¼ 0:436:

Economically Producible U3O8

Figure 13 depicts the cumulative probability
distribution for quantity of economically exploitable
U3O8. The median and mean values of the distri-
bution are 18,200 and 227,800 tonnes, respectively.

Expectation for Annual Production

The expectation for annual U3O8 production
from economic discoveries for the next 35 years is
depicted in Figure 14. Production is 0 for the first

15 years because of the lead times for discovery and
for subsequent development prior to mining.

PORTFOLIO OPTIMIZATION

Overview

The subject of this section is the identification
of that subset of candidate PAs that comprises an
exploration strategy for a specific multiyear budget.
That subset (portfolio) of PAs is optimum in the
sense that allocated expenditures maximize the
RAV of the multiyear exploration investment, given
the available set of candidate PAs.

Define an RAV–X map for a PA as n paired
values of exploration expenditure X and associated
RAV. The IWS is used to create an RAV–X map for
a PA simply by processing the PA through the IWS
n times, computing RAV for each of the n levels of
X. As shown in Figure 15, the basic inputs to port-
folio optimization are those RAV–X maps and the
multiyear exploration budget. The first step in that
optimization is the computation of a discrete
approximation to the derivative of RAV with
respect to X for each PA, which is referred to as the
marginal RAV product of exploration. The marginal
RAV products for all candidate PAs and the mul-
tiyear budget are the inputs to an algorithm that
determines the optimum portfolio for that budget.
Figure 15 also shows subsequent computations that
lead to the valuation of the optimum portfolio as a
single investment.

Figure 13. Probability distribution for economically producible

U3O8.

Figure 14. A time profile of U3O8 annual production averaged

across all iterations having production.

Compute Marginal RAV Product of Exploration

X

dRAV/dX

X

dRAV/dX

. . . . . . . . . .   
X

dRAV/dX

Optimization Algorithm

Marginal Products

Optimum Portfolio
PA10 = $100 M
PA4 =    $60 M
PA25 =  $40 M

Multi-year  Budget 
($200 M)

IWS

RAV – X  Maps for PAs

NPV and U3O8 
Probability Distributions 
by Portfolio PA

Synthesis

Portfolio 
NPV,    RAV, 
U3O8, Risk

Figure 15. Schematic diagram of the methodology for selection of

and valuation of the optimum exploration portfolio.
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Exploration Perspective

The Multiyear Exploration Budget

The present value of costs of all activities that
lead up to and culminate in a discovery, exclusive of
development drilling, is one component of the
multiyear exploration budget. Another component
is the cost of testing and eliminating noneconomic
prospects within a PA. The third component is the
cost of risk strategy, i.e., the cost of insuring against
gambler�s ruin (Singer and Kouda, 1999; Harris,
1990), the failure of the exploration program to yield
an economic discovery. Within the context of this
methodology, that risk is reduced by increasing the
budget to a level that additional PAs are included in
the optimum portfolio. The sum of the three cost
components defines very loosely what is here
referred to as a multiyear exploration budget.

Budget–Portfolio Dynamics

Increasing the multiyear budget has two poten-
tial effects: (1) increasing the number of PAs that
makeup the portfolio, which, everything else being
equal, reduces the risk of no economic discovery and
(2) modifying the allocation of effort across the PAs
in the portfolio. For the purposes of methodology
and system development, the exploration budget is
considered to be exogenously determined, thereby
making the portfolio selection conditional on the
budget. But, PORTFOLIO, a proprietary software
developed to implement optimizations, can be rerun
for each of several budgets, and portfolio RAV and
other measures of value and risk can be computed for
each of the budgets; this can be instructive about how
the magnitude of the budget impacts the selection of
PAs, the allocation of exploration across selected
PAs, and the worth of the exploration investment.

Economic Principles

Consider the task of allocating budget B over two
PAs so that the sum of their RAVs is the maximum
attainable for the available budget. Since the corpo-
rate objective is to maximize RAV, the feasible set of
allocations has a lower bound for each of the PAs:

X1 � X�1 for PA1

X2 � X�2 for PA2

Lower bounds X�1 and X�2 are the values of X1 and
X2 for which marginal RAV products are maxi-
mized. Values of X1\X�1 and X2\X�2 are subop-
timal because marginal RAV products are still
increasing with increasing expenditure, indicating
that a greater sum of RAVs can be reached by
increasing expenditures to at least X�1 and X�2 : Of
course, the sum of X1 and X2 is constrained by
multiyear budget B: X1 + X2 = B. Optimization
requires identifying that combination of X1 and X2

that belongs to the feasible set defined by the
constraints and maximizes the sum RAV1 +
RAV2.

Representing RAV1 by h1(X1), RAV2 by
h2(X2), and the sum of RAVs by S = h1(X1) +
h2(X2), the maximization objective can be restated
formally as a constrained optimization:

Maximize S ¼ h1ðX1Þ þ h2ðX2Þ;
Subject to: X1 � X�1

X2 � X�2 and

X1 þX2 ¼ B:

ð18Þ

The constrained maximization of Equation (18)
can be rewritten as a Lagrangian equation, which
uses Lagrangian multipliers to include the con-
straints in the equation to be maximized. Taking
the partial derivatives of that equation and setting
them to 0 reveals the conditions (Equation 19)
that exist when X1 and X2 are optimally allo-
cated:

h01ðX1Þ ¼ h02ðX2Þ ! marginal RAV products

for X1 and X2 are equal
ð19Þ

Generalizing to m PAs, S ¼
P

hiðXiÞ is maximized
by those values of Xi that make the marginal RAV
products ðh0iðXiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;mÞ equal and satisfy
the constraints that

Xi � X�i ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m; and B ¼
X

Xi;

where B is the multiyear budget.
The optimization task dealt with by PORT-

FOLIO is more general than the foregoing formu-
lation because it is not known before hand which, or
how many, PAs are included in the portfolio. When
the number and identity of PAs in the solution must
also be determined, the foregoing rule is augmented
by the requirement that the marginal conditions
be the largest possible when the budget is fully
allocated.
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Numerical Analysis

Fundamental to the foregoing analysis is the
mathematical model RAV = h(X). Conceptually,
such a model would differ with PA, but in reality,
h(X) is unknown for all PAs. Consequently, the IWS
is used to generate a map of h(X), referred to as an
RAV–X map, for each PA. An RAV–X map is a set
of n paired values, RAVi and Xi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n:

Define delta as the difference operator del-
ta[X] = Xi�Xi�1. Then, the discrete analog to
dRAV/dX is described by:

delta[RAV]=delta[X�
¼ ðRAVi �RAVi�1Þ=ðXi �Xi�1Þ: ð20Þ

Thus, from each RAV–X map, a new map was cre-
ated of the relationship of delta[RAV]/delta[X] to
X, and computed values of delta[RAV]/delta[X]
were smoothed by three successive 3-point moving
averages. Figure 16 is a plot of the smoothed values
of delta[RAV]/delta[X] for an actual PA—to pre-
serve confidential information, the name of the PA
is withheld, and expenditure levels in the figure are
stated as multiples of an unspecified base expendi-
ture, X0.

Optimization Procedure

Inputs to portfolio optimization include the
multiyear budget and a smoothed map of delta
[RAV]/delta[X] for each candidate PA. PORTFOLIO
uses a search procedure to approximate an optimum
allocation by interpolation of discrete values, an
allocation for which the marginal RAV products of

the portfolio PAs are equal and as large as possible
while at the same time satisfying relevant con-
straints. To qualify for the portfolio, a PA must
satisfy the marginal conditions when it is explored at
a level that is at least as large as that for its maxi-
mum marginal RAV, i.e., X ‡ X*.

PORTFOLIO starts with that PA having the
largest positive marginal RAV product and selects a
target marginal RAV product that is less by a small
increment than the maximum. PORTFOLIO then
identifies those PAs having marginal RAV products
as large as the target and interpolates associated
expenditures for those PAs. If the sum of all inter-
polated expenditures is less than the budget, the
target marginal RAV is decreased again and the
analysis repeated until the sum of the allocations
equals the budget or until analysis finds that the
budget constraint cannot be satisfied.

Failure to satisfy the budget constraint occurs
when the budget is almost fully allocated and when
lowering the target marginal RAV product qualifies
a new PA that requires a larger expenditure than the
remaining budget can allow. When that happens,
PORTFOLIO provides the allocation and marginal
RAV product for the previous marginal RAV tar-
get, which excludes the newly qualified PA. Of
course, that optimization leaves some of the budget
unallocated. By increasing the budget and rerunning
PORTFOLIO, exploration allocations can be com-
puted for a portfolio that includes the previously
excluded PA.

The possible lumpiness in solutions stems from
the requirement that every PA included in the
portfolio is explored at a level at least as great as X*.
That requirement reflects a very important consid-
eration: The primary motivation for optimum port-
folio analysis is to support long-term planning of
exploration, and for long-term planning purposes,
basing an allocation of future expenditures on a
suboptimal expenditure in a PA is of questionable
merit. Since allocations to portfolio PAs are esti-
mates of the entire expenditure over all future
stages, not just the next stage, any level of explora-
tion less than that for the maximum RAV product
would be suboptimal, because marginal RAV is still
increasing.

Even when the budget constraint can be satis-
fied, recommended practice is to run PORTFOLIO
for several budgets, some smaller and some larger,
for this can be quite informative about the dynamics
of budget, portfolio composition, and allocations of
exploration to portfolio PAs.

Figure 16. Marginal RAV product for an actual PA. Exploration

expenditures have been scaled by X0 to preserve confidential

information.
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Demonstration

Data

The methodology and software for portfolio
optimization are demonstrated with five hypotheti-
cal PAs. Table 10 shows 15 pairs of X and delta
[RAV]/delta[X] for each of the five hypothetical
PAs. The first row of Table 10 shows X�i and asso-
ciated values of delta[RAV]/delta[X] for all PAs.
PA3 exhibits the largest marginal RAV product (9.2)
for X3

* = 5, followed by (7.2) for PA1 at X1
* = 40 and

(6.5) for PA5 at X5
* = 45.

Numerical Results

The data of Table 10, along with a multiyear
budget of $75 M, were input to proprietary software
PORTFOLIO. PORTFOLIO found the optimum
allocation of that budget to be $54.5 M and $20.5 M
to PA1 and PA3, respectively (see Table 11). The
other three PAs received 0 exploration funds. The
RAV productivity on the margin for this two-PA
portfolio is 6.62. Note that marginal RAV product
would have been driven down to 5.4 if the entire
budget of $75 M had been allocated to PA1, and to
2.1 if allocated totally to PA3. Table 11 compares
the optimum portfolios for budgets of $150 M and
$352.8 M with that for $75 M.

Although RAV marginal product for the
$150 M portfolio is still high at 6.12, if that entire

budget had been allocated totally to any one of the
three PAs in the portfolio, marginal productivities
would have been driven to very low levels: 1.2 for
PA1, less than 0 for PA3, and 0.7 for PA5. Thus,
exploring an optimized portfolio of PAs increases
the productivity of exploration capital and at the
same time reduces risk.

Qualifications

The portfolio allocation is properly viewed as
conditional, as it is based on the geological, resource,
and economic information at the time of analysis
and on a normative expectation for future outcomes.
Portfolio allocation should be remade following the
completion of the next stage so that acquired
information can be incorporated in the valuation of
PAs and in portfolio optimization.

Care must be taken to avoid over interpreting
or misinterpreting portfolio allocations. For exam-
ple, in the numerical demonstration, PA1 and PA5

each received approximately 42% of the $150 M
budget, with PA3 receiving the remaining 16%.
Does that mean that PA1 and PA5 are both pre-
ferred to PA3 as exploration areas? Not necessarily,
for budget allocations vary in complex ways with the
size of the budget. Examination of Table 11 shows
that if the budget were only $75 M, PA5 would have
received 0 exploration; the entire budget would be
preferentially allocated to PA1 and PA3 because at
the $75 M level of exploration capital, they both

Table 10. Marginal RAV Exploration Products for Five Hypothetical PAs

PA1 PA2 PA3 PA4 PA5

X (106) delta RAV/

delta X

X (106) delta RAV/

delta X

X (106) delta RAV/

delta X

X (106) delta RAV/

delta X

X (106) delta RAV/

delta X

40 7.2 2 5.2 5 9.2 20 4.2 45 6.5

50 6.8 12 5 15 8 30 4 55 6.3

60 6.4 22 4.9 25 5.5 40 3.8 65 6.1

70 5.6 32 4.5 35 4.2 50 3.6 75 5

80 5.2 42 4.3 45 3.8 60 3.4 85 3.8

90 4.1 52 3.9 55 2.5 70 3.2 95 2.5

100 3.7 62 3.8 65 2.3 80 3 105 2.3

110 2.5 72 3.4 75 2.1 90 2.8 115 2.1

120 2.1 82 3 85 1.5 100 2.6 125 1.5

130 1.7 92 2.2 95 1.2 110 2.4 135 1.1

140 1.3 102 1.8 105 0.9 120 2.2 145 0.9

150 1.2 112 1.4 115 0.6 130 2 155 0.5

160 0.8 122 1 125 0.4 140 1.5 165 0.2

170 0.5 132 0.6 135 0.2 150 1 175 0.1

180 0.05 142 0.02 145 0.03 160 0.04 185 0.002
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have larger marginal RAV products than does PA5.
To allocate the larger budget of $150 M required
lowering the acceptable marginal RAV product
enough that PA5 is included in the portfolio; there-
after, PA5 receives larger allocations than PA3

because its marginal RAV product declines at a
slower rate.

Valuation of the Portfolio

Objective

This section seeks to answer questions like:
When the multiyear investment is allocated
according to the optimum portfolio, what is the
RAV for that total investment? And, what are other
risk features of that investment, such as the proba-
bility that investing the multiyear budget according
to the optimum portfolio allocation will fail to yield
an economic discovery?

Analysis

The first step in analysis is to reprocess each of
the portfolio PAs through the IWS using the opti-
mized expenditures. Then, the actual files of simu-
lated NPV, economically producible U3O8, and
number of economic deposits for each PA are input
to SYNTHESIS, an ANALYTICA program. Thus,
if the portfolio consisted of four PAs, four sets of the
three files would be input to SYNTHESIS. To sim-
plify synthesis of portfolio outcomes, each portfolio
PA was processed for the same number of iterations,
and Monte Carlo sampling for each PA was initiated
with the same random number seed. Thus, when
the PAs are statistically independent, a portfolio

outcome for a specific iteration is simply the sum of
simulated outcomes across the PAs that comprise
the portfolio. For example, if there were four PAs in
the portfolio and the number of economic deposits
simulated on the first iteration were 1, 0, 0, 2, the
portfolio outcome for number of deposits for that
iteration would be 3. A more complicated procedure
for portfolio synthesis may be necessary when sig-
nificant dependency exists between two or more
PAs.

Results

Synthesized outcomes are described by some of
the same measures used for initial analysis of the
PAs, e.g., probability distributions for portfolio
NPV, economically producible U3O8, and number of
economically producible deposits. In addition to the
probability distributions, risk features computed for
the portfolio include portfolio RAV, ratio of RAV
to mean NPV, the probability for 0 discoveries, and
common statistics on size of economically produc-
ible deposits. For example, valuation of an actual
optimized portfolio showed (1) a probability of 0.08
that the investment of $300 M in the exploration of
the optimized portfolio would yield 0 economic
discoveries and (2) a ratio of portfolio RAV to mean
portfolio NPV of 0.39.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Features of the overall methodology that dis-
tinguish it from others include (1) probability esti-
mation methodology for elements of the uranium
environment, (2) simulation of the uranium envi-
ronment, (3) the algorithm for simulating explora-
tion and U3O8 discoveries for a specific exploration
investment, (4) stochastic price process modeling for
DCF analysis, (5) risk valuation methodology, and
(6) the methodology for optimizing an exploration
portfolio.

The uranium environment is represented by
geologically based inputs: permissivity probability,
probability distribution for TUS analog area, and
the conditional probability that the PA is barren,
given that the TUS is permissive. Collectively, these
impact markedly the RAV of an exploration
investment. Accordingly, estimation is formalized
using BBNs and probability models. Such formaliza-
tion assists the conversion of geological information

Table 11. Exploration Portfolios, given Multiyear Budgets

($ millions)

Budget: 75 150 352.8

Budget Allocation

PA1 54.5 63.5 100.8

PA2 0 0 67.0

PA3 20.5 22.5 48.5

PA4 0 0 50.0

PA5 0 64.0 86.5

Productivity at the Margin

6.62 6.12 3.6
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to probabilities and at the same time promotes
consistency of analysis across PAs.

Another very important geologically based
input is the exploration expenditure required to
explore the PA. That estimate, which combines
geology and physical features of the PA with
exploration technology and practical exploration
experience, is only one element of an algorithm to
simulate exploration outcomes for a PA. A second
very important element of the algorithm is an esti-
mated stochastic mathematical model that relates
magnitude of U3O8 discoveries to exploration
expenditure; because of data limitations, such mod-
els could be estimated only on TUS analog areas.
Consequently, the exploration algorithm includes
relations that transform analog area outcome to
outcome for the PA for a specified exploration
expenditure.

The exploration algorithm, like all exploration
models, is a simplification of a complex process.
Accordingly, it may be criticized on various grounds,
such as the aggregate data on which mathematical
models were estimated or the means for adjusting
analog area outcomes to PA outcomes; nevertheless,
the algorithm has some important and desirable
features. One such feature is that it obviates the
necessity of eliciting subjective estimates of explo-
ration outcomes for specified expenditures. Under
the best of circumstances, such estimation is very
difficult. Although the current algorithm does use
subjective geologic judgment, it restricts that use to
features of the uranium environment and to the
engineering and conduct of exploration, all of which
should be better known than the magnitude of the
uranium endowment of an unexplored area and how
much of that would be discovered by a specified
exploration expenditure. Moreover, estimation by
mathematical models has the potential for greater
consistency across PAs than would normally be
achieved by purely subjective expert judgment,
everything else being equal. Having consistent val-
uations across areas is very important when the
objective is the selection of areas for an exploration
portfolio. To some degree, the benefits from con-
sistent analysis across areas may compensate for
some model or data inadequacies.

A demonstration of the IWS for representative
inputs and an exploration investment of $60 M
produced a typically broad distribution of NPV,
having mean and median values of $4,160 M and
$139 M, respectively. To Minex, a hypothetical
mining firm, the RAV of the exploration investment

of $60 M is only $110.7 M. An estimated RAV that
is less than 3% of mean NPV reflects the moderate
aversion by Minex to risk (implied by parameter r in
the RAV equation) and the magnitude of risk to
investment implied by the broad NPV distribution
and the probability of 0.45 for capital loss.

Besides the valuation of a specific investment in
the exploration of a PA, the IWS is a tool for
mapping the relationship of RAV to level of
exploration expenditure, X. Using the IWS to create
such a map for each of a set of candidate PAs pro-
vides a basis for identifying the optimum exploration
portfolio. The primary motivation for optimum
portfolio analysis is to support long-term planning of
exploration by identifying those candidate PAs that
should be included in the portfolio and by providing
an initial estimate of how a multiyear exploration
budget should be allocated to portfolio PAs so as to
maximize the RAV of the portfolio. Portfolio anal-
ysis screens out unfavorable projects and estimates
the value of the portfolio as a single investment. In
addition to this validation of projects, it also esti-
mates exploration results, both in financial terms
and resource production. This allows a firm to not
only improve its decision making with regard to
exploration options but also to estimate its future
uranium production.

When interpreting the results of portfolio opti-
mization, good practice is to ‘‘look behind the
numbers,’’ meaning the expenditures allocated to
portfolio PAs. Exploration results are influenced by
the geological and cost engineering of exploration
for each PA, and those estimates are influenced by
many factors that impact cost and effectiveness of
exploration technology, such as size and geologic
terrain of the PA.

The following comments are offered as guides
to the use of exploration portfolio analysis as it has
been developed and employed in this study:

� The strongest result from portfolio analysis is
the identity of PAs to be included in the
optimum exploration portfolio.

� Although each of the PAs of the portfolio
could stand alone as a desirable exploration
investment, the RAV of investing the multi-
year budget in exploration is maximized by
initiating exploration of all PAs included in
the optimum portfolio.

� Allocations of exploration to portfolio PAs
are conditional estimates of the costs of all
remaining exploration stages, given the
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current geologic information and the speci-
fied multiyear exploration budget.

� While exploration should be initiated on all
portfolio PAs, allocation should be remade
following the completion of the next explo-
ration stage, because information actually
acquired in the next stage may alter initial
valuations of portfolio PAs. Moreover, bud-
gets change, reflecting acquired geologic and
resource information as well as economic
factors and corporate goals or strategy.

The design and construction of the IWS and its
auxiliary probability models generated benefits
beyond their computational and integrative capa-
bilities. Among those benefits are insights to the
exploration process gained by formalizing the
probabilistic relations of observed and sensed geol-
ogy to uranium environment and deposit occur-
rence. Understanding is further enhanced by the
thorough examination of data and information
required to estimate parameters of quantitative
relations and to populate descriptive tables of vari-
ous model features. Finally, generating the sub-
jective inputs required by the IWS and its auxiliary
models to analyze a specific PA leads to a consistent
and thorough scientific investigation and to a useful
discourse about the geology of the PA and its TUS.
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